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Announcements/Reminders 

1.  Turn in your 
critiques of the 
Astrophysical Journal 
articles on transiting 
planets	


2.  Turn in your 
Elements of Style 
paper	


More details regarding: the 
review paper	


First draft due Feb. 21	


Requirements of the Review Paper
•  Typical length: 5-10 pages double-spaced text 

with a few additional pages for figures and 
references.	


•  Can be longer, but please don’t ramble	

•  Focus on putting together a coherent story	


–  Why is this an interesting topic?	

–  Is there a logical flow to the paper?	


•  Use graphical information (figures)	

•  Include a reasonable number of scholarly 

references	

–  Don’t rely excessively on flaky internet sources	

–  You can choose the citation format, but I would prefer 

embedded citations (e.g., “This idea was favored by 
Tripp et al. (2003), but it is clearly delusional …”)	


Requirements of the Review Paper
First	 draft	 due	 Thursday,	 February	 21	


The art of science writing… 
literally! 

Theme for today: 

Figures	
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Remember	 the	 “KISS”	 principle:	 
KEEP	 IT	 SIMPLE,	 STUPID	 

Critiques of Astrophysical Journal papers	

•  The search for extrasolar planets is heating 

up…	

•  NASA Kepler mission: a dedicated (and 

expensive) space-based telescope to search 
for transiting planets	


Astrophysical ���
Journal ���
papers: note ���
relevance!	


•  NASA Kepler mission planet detection statistics:	

–  Confirmed planets: 61	

–  Planet candidates: 2326	

–  Eclipsing binary stars: 2165	

–  Earth candidates?	

–  Earth-sized planets in the habitable zone?	
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It’s an ApJ Smackdown!	


Actual title of the ApJ paper that we read 
on the HD209458 transiting planet: 

•  Detection of Planetary Transits Across a 
Sun-Like Star (Charbonneau et al.)	


•  A Transiting “51 Peg-Like” Planet 
(Henry et al.)	


Basic data in these transiting planet papers: 

(Henry et al. ) 
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Basic data in these transiting planet papers: 

(Henry et al. ) 

Basic data in these transiting planet papers: 

(Charbonneau et al. ) 

Basic data in these transiting planet papers: 

(Charbonneau et al. ) 

Some bean counting: 
•  Henry et al. (2000): 540 citations	

•  Charbonneau et al. (2000): 716 citations 	


Even more bean counting: 

Henry	 et	 al.	 

Charbonneau	 et	 al.	 

Basic data in these transiting planet papers: 

(Charbonneau et al. ) 
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Most exoplanets have been found 
by careful velocity measurements:	


Most exoplanets have been found 
by careful velocity measurements:	


70 Vir (Marcy et al. 1996) 

Most exoplanets have been found 
by careful velocity measurements:	


ν And (Butler et al. 1999) 

Most exoplanets have been found 
by careful velocity measurements:	


ν And (Butler et al. 1999) 
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What is the point of this figure? What is the point of this figure? 
•  Five parameters affect the 

transit light curve: planetary 
radius (Rp), stellar radius (Rs), 
stellar mass (Ms), inclination 
(i), and the “limb darkening” 
parameter cλ  	


•  “There is a wealth of 
information on Rs, Ms, and cλ 
from the theory of stars and 
observed brightness, colors, 
etc”	


•  The paper  assumes values of 
Rs, Ms, and cλ appropriate for 
this type of star and then uses 
the transit curve to constrain 
the planetary radius and orbit 
inclination.	


Rs = 1.1 x R 

Rs = 1.2 x R 

Rs = 1.0 x R 

What is the point of this figure? 
•  This figure succinctly 

conveys the random 
error due to plain-old 
noise	


•  But, it also compactly 
demonstrates how the 
analysis could be 
affected by known 
systematic errors.   	


Summary: some advice about using 
figures in astronomical writing... 

•  Try to keep 
figures as simple 
as possible. Use 
separate figures 
to present 
different pieces 
of the puzzle.	


Summary: some advice about using 
figures in astronomical writing... 

•  Try to keep figures as simple as possible. 
Use separate figures to present different 
pieces of the puzzle.	


•  Realize that readers will often read/study 
figures before reading the main text. The 
figure and its caption should stand on its 
own. 	


Summary: some advice about using 
figures in astronomical writing... 

•  Try to keep figures as simple as possible. 
Use separate figures to present different 
pieces of the puzzle.	


•  Realize that readers will often read/study 
figures before reading the main text. The 
figure and its caption should stand on its 
own. 	


•  Think carefully about the most important 
information in the figure and how to present 
it most clearly.	



